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KEY-NOTE ADDRESS TO THE COASTAL SOCIETY - Sept. 26/78

T. D. W. HcCulloch, Director
Central Region

Ocean and Aquatic Sciences
Fisheries and Environment Canada

President Ed. Laroe, Chairman Lee Botts of the Great
Lakes Basin Commission, Members of the Coastal Society,
Ladies and Gentlemen:

You do me a great personal honour by inviting me to
give a keynote address at this, your 4th Conference.
Although I have been involved in CZM matters for some years
and have recently joined the Coastal Society, my background
and training direct me more to the management of specific
hydrographic and oceanographic projects and to the running
of a fleet of vessels. In my view, you are, by honourning
me, honouring men like Bill Haras, John Shaw, Nelson Freeman
and many others who have contributed so much to CZM under
standing not only here in Canada, but also through their
association with the GLBC, which has provided a forum for
information exchange on Great Lakes CZM problems in a truly
North American context. You have taken a calculated risk in
inviting a hydrographic surveyor, a mariner and a manager to
address you.

I will start by underlining the three words that I con
sider to sum up what we are faced with in "Coping with the
Coast". The first word is "Challenge", the second word is
"Communication", and the last word is "Commonsense". The
"Challenge" is there waiting for us all and perhaps an
illustration might be in order.

A certain young pastor in his first sermon started off
by announcing nervously, "I will take for my text the words,
'And they fed five men with 5000 loaves of bread and 2000
fishes.'

At this misquotation an old parishioner said audibly:

"That's no miracle - I could do it myself."

The young preacher said nothing, but the next Sunday he
announced the same text again. This time he got it right.

"And they fed five thousand men on five loaves of bread
and two fishes."
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He waited a moment, and then, leaning over the pulpit
and looking at the parishioner he said:

"And could you do that too, Mr. Smith?"

"Of course I could", Mr. Smith replied.

"And how would you do it?" said the preacher.

"With what was left over from last Sunday," said Mr.
Smith.

That old parishioner recognized a challenge when he saw
one, and didn't allow undue concern for authority or pro
priety to stand in his way. We must also recognize the
challenge and respond without undue concern for rules and
regulations and for barriers erected between governments and
agencies.

I would like to congratulate someone on the name of
your Society. It is simple, blunt and all encompassing. I
belong to a number of North American societies - ACSM, ASP,
CIS, CHA to name a few. I also belong to "The Hydrographic
Society," a British based organization who has Prince
Phillip as their patron. Now the British have been doing
this sort of thing for centuries - pre-empting other nation
al claims by being so convinced and convincing about their
inate superiority In specific cases that the world accepts,
envies and rushes to join. We do not have a Prince Phillip
as our patron, but I for one, like the ring of "The Coastal
Society". Next time I go to Britian, I would like to promote
this Society and turn the tables a little.

Your past three conferences have dealt with "The Pre
sent and Future of Coasts," "Stressed Coastal Environments"
and "Energy Across the Coastal Zone." I believe that your
theme for this Conference, "Coping with the Coast" is most
appropriate in the context of our present location, here on
the Great Lakes of North America. Our objective - "To
promote knowledge, understanding and wise use of coastal
environments" must be attained above all in this part of
North America, or it will not be attained anywhere else.
You all know the statistics - 35M people live within the
Great Lakes Basin - the basin contains 80% of available fresh

water in North America. Here we live, work, play, yet still
continue to vandalize and destroy. The CZ of the Great
Lakes is our priceless heritage; we have combined together
at many levels of government and societies to attempt to
protect and improve; but what have we really achieved!
What is different and better about CZM in the Great Lakes in

1978 than what we were faced with in 1968, a decade ago!
Certainly, the high water and heavy damage in 1954 also
roused expectations. Between those dates, we and the
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politicians grew complacent and only the exceptionally low
water levels of the mid-60's kept our attention focused on
the shoreline at all. Unless we are vigilant and press for
a comprehensive all-embracing CZM plan, sometime not too
far in the future, our successors will face the same set of
problems and will wonder out loud, as we did about the 1954
situation, what a bunch of dummies we were, not to do what
must be done.

We come now to "Communication", the second word, pro
bably the core problem area we must solve.

I love one story about communication that makes a
point. Erich Maria Remarque, the author of "All Quiet on the
Western Front", was talking to a pretty American girl,
to whom he was introduced in Berlin.

The American girl, speaking in German, asked Remarque
why he had never visited the U.S. His answer was that he
only knew a few sentences in English.

"What are the sentences?" enquired the girl.

Whereupon Remarque, speaking slowly in somewhat gut
tural English, said "How do you do? I love you! Forgive
me! Forget me! Ham and Eggs, please!"

"Sakes alive", said the girl, "why, with that voca
bulary you could tour my country from Maine to California!"

I am sure that most of us are conscious of the tactics
used by the film industry to stir our attention and desire
to invest a small fortune in moviegoing. Incentives have
ranged from a gentle persuasion, as in the case of musicals,
to direct shock and sensationalism, where fantasy and reality
often become intermingled. We are presently in an era of
sensationalism, as evidenced by the popularity of Inferno,
Earthquake, Star Wars, Jaws and the like.

Perhaps we should not be afraid to use our Imaginations
in arriving at an effective way of reducing development pres
sures on coastal areas which would essentially solve many
CZM problems, especially those associated with access. It
would be interesting to note the effects of a movie entitled
"Submerged Cities", exaggerating shorline hazards on the
Great Lakes. We could include a gradual rise in lake levels
to Lake Ontario due to some abnormality in local climate
whereby the only remaining urban landmark is a portion of
Toronto's CN tower. During this rise, one could vividly
portray the damages to developed lakefront property, build
ings slumping into the lake, blackouts due to diminishing
hydro electric production from the Niagara Power Plant, and
the general mass panic which would ensue.
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This may be a bit far-fetched, but perhaps the idea
should not be totally rejected on absurdity, as Jaws cer
tainly had impact on tourism In resort areas where the
presence of sharks was never noticed.

The situation on the Great Lakes in 1972-73 was not far
from the havoc protrayed in "Submerged Cities". During the
low lake level years of the mid-60's, extensive shore property
development took place in low-lying areas with little regard
for the lands' susceptibility to flood and erosion when
water levels again rose. $28 million of damages resulted
here in Canada alone, due to a loss of valuable lakefront
property and destruction of buildings.

Hindcast evaluation clearly indicates that one of the
critical factors responsible for such damages is a lack of
communication— in Canada, this is commonly referred to as
"Bilingualism"--a lack of communication between planner,
developer, researcher or scientist, politician and the
public.

The public is probably the least informed, and yet is
generally, the most affected. Examples of the public suf
fering consequences of poor planning and mismanagement are
not only evidenced through the flood and erosion problems
mentioned, but also extend into water quality and fisheries
concerns, limited recreational facilities (access), and a
general malaise in the economy. Furthermore, the public is
only made aware of such situations when they reach a crisis
state, examples being the '73 flood and erosion damages, the
toxic fish of '75, and recently the horror of 'Love Canal'
in Niagara Falls. How our choice of names so often returns
to haunt us. We even placed the world's most destructive
weapon in a sylvan settin known as the "Holy Loch".

The developer, I would tend to place with the public,
relative to the communication problem. He cannot be expec
ted to be aware of optimum environmental development stra
tegies (nor responsible for), but rather is dependent upon
guidelines and regulations with which he may operate with a
minimum of environmental disruption.

Communication problems do exist between planner and re
searcher. Our Coastal Society Bulletin of May, 1978, noted
such a lack of information exchange at one of the largest
recent gatherings of individuals involved In coastal zone
research, planning and management - Coastal Zone '78:
"Scientists and engineers were generally unwilling, un
interested, or unable to place their work into a form useful
for managers, and managers seemed reluctant to request such
Input, except under external pressures."
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The need for reducing the vast stockpile of data being
collected within coastal areas to basic principles, a form
useful for managers, is a necessary step and prerequisite
for effective CZM. Having participated in a recent pilot
program at UBC, which investigated the potential for sim
ulation modeling to develop optimum management strategies
for the nort shore of Lake Ontario over a 50 year planning
period, it was soon realized that the existing data base was
inadequate. Water quality data was fragmented both spati
ally and temporarily, and furthermore, knowledge of near-
shore currents, which is essential in estimateing pollutant
dispersal rates in order to define levels of contamination
and those areas being most affected, was not available.
Because of data deficiencies, differences of opinion often
prevailed as to the significance of the factor in question.
As an example, the model only considered settling and dispersal
rates of pollutants within the nearshore zone as best it
could. It was argued that the Influence of lake processes
beyond the nearshore are significant and should have also
been included. A comprehensive coastal zone management
approach at this time, is, therefore, somewhat optimistic,
even for small sectors of the Great lakes system.

Further complicating the development of management pro
grams is the fact that the coastal zone includes land, water
and air. Not only has this resulted in a planning approach
which artificially separates the three physical elements,
making it all that more difficult for an integrated approach,
among which there 1s no clear division of regulatory re
sponsibility for managing the coastal zone.

In Ontario, there are six levels of interest involved
with shoreline property: the federal government, provincial
government, regional government, municipalities, frehold
landowners and public interest groups. Each of the federal
and provincial governments has more than a dozen departments
and agencies, which can be further divided into services and
divisions, each with an interest in some aspect of the
coastal zone. There are 10 regional and 168 municipal
governments which must deal with coastal zone management
problems on the Great Lakes coastlines within Ontario.
These local governments are widely idspersed, highly diverse
demographically, and totally different with respect to their
problems and needs (e.g., Metropolitan Toronto, with a
population of 2.5 million versus Municipality of Dorion
(Nipigon area) with a population of 506). Public interest
groups (144 listed in Ontario in 1974) such as "Pollutions
Probe", "Save the Lakeshore", and "Nature Conservance of
Canada" representing the general public's concern with access
to the shorezone, along with various riparian rights of some
85,000 individual landowners, must also be taken into account.

C
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Considering the numerous combinations of coordination
possible among these various levels of government, groups
and individuals, each protecting their own narrowly defined
interest, it is obvious that the existing framework to co
ordinate efforts at CZM is further complicating the process.

This is a major problem in many democratic nations
having to deal with CZM, and unfortunately, now appears to
be affecting recent innovative concepts as in the Coastal
Zone Management Act of the United States. The Act of 1972
Is a major step toward the establishment of comprehensive
coastal management programs, in that the coastal zone was
now to be recognized as a 'system' or whole, instead of
land, water and air. As I understand it, it was based on
the premise that "The key to more effective protection and
use of the land and water resources of the coastal zone is
to encourage the states to exercise their "full authority"
over the lands and waters in the coastal zone . . .". How
ever, legislative complications such as the national inter
ests in navigation, flood control, power production, com
merce, national defense and international affairs, essen
tially limited 'state authority' to only the living re
sources within coastal waters and the submerged lands.

Clearly then, the development of effective management
programs of coastal resources will depend upon: resolution
of jurisdictional conflicts and legislative ambiguities as
well as a greater communication, understanding, and cooper
ation among governments, nations and people; financial
commitment for the development of a comprehensive infor
mation and research base to place coastal zone management on
a sound scientific basis; hindcast evaluations of CZM pro
grams in order that 'feedback' be incorporated into the
planning of future programs; a continued level of inter
national cooperatlonal and information exchange as shown by
the International Joint Commission and Great Lakes Basin

Commission; gatherings, like today, whereby there is oppor
tunity for the exchange of new management concepts, engineer
ing know-how, research and assessment methods; and public
awareness programs, perhaps not to the extent of "Submerged
Cities", but hopefully having similar expected impacts.

However, above all, there is a crying need for "Common-
sense", my third word! Everyone can give you a good valid
reason why things are not done at all, done reluctantly and
grudgingly, done imperfectly or even done in a manner con
trary to expectations. When two or more individuals, or two
or more agencies or even two or more governments interface,
any of the foregoing can and will occur if rules and regu
lations are quoted as the Bible against which all decisions
must be judged. We must remind ourselves again and again
that there is no lasting solution without compromise, that
it is our objective that really matters, and that to achieve
that objective, we must use the common sense that hopefully
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most of us were given.

Now I would like to finish with a true story told me by
my brother who lives in Malaysia. It illustrates per
fectly, I believe, one problem that all of us interested In
the Coastal Zone encounter, be you American, Canadian,
European or Asiatic.

The electrician made a grave bow to my brother and
said, "Tuan, commonsense is a rare gift of God. I have only
a technical education."

Long live commonsense in CZ matters.

September 26, 1978
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1/INCREASING ACCESS FOR COASTAL COPING U

The first meaning of the verb "to cope" is, according to my diction
ary, to maintain a contest or combat on even terms. The second meaning
is to overcome problems or difficulties.

The planners of this conference may have selected its title because
of its pleasing and dramatic alliteration. Yet "Coping with the Coast"
also expresses the prevailing feeling among the professions represented
in the membership of this society that the coasts are indeed a battle
ground.

The title of this meeting confirms that to many people, especially
politicians and property owners, the shores of our oceans and lakes are
not so much special places of enjoyment as places of combat. The title
also reflects a general feeling among dwellers on the coast, that the
terms of battle are uneven, with man on the losing end in what is con
ceived as a continuing battle with nature.

Two kinds of problems generally provide the sources of conflict,
often In the same place at the same time—erosion and limited access. My
My thesis today is that it is time to re-examine~I hope to re-empha
size—provision of increased public access as a means of dealing with
erosion. I like to think that such an approach would respond to Tom
McCulloch's call for better communication to achieve common sense in the
coastal zone.

If it is true, and I will tell you later why I think it is, that
much of what has been done in the name of saving shorelands has actual
ly hastened their destruction, then you as professionals who understand
the problem must accept responsibility for educating the legislators,
developers, and coastal residents. This educational responsibility is
enhanced if your professional knowledge is used in establishing and
carrying out management programs.

1/ Remarks to the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Coastal Society,
"Coping with the Coast," Burlington, Ontario, Canada, September 26,
1978. Lee Botts, Chairman, Great Lakes Basin Commission, P.O. Box 999,
3475 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 (313/668-2333).
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